MICROSOFT TEAMS INTEGRATION
The use of Microsoft Teams for Enterprise collaboration allows to establish audio and video Communication between 2 computers or smartphones connected to Internet.

Thanks to this integration it is possible that FERMAX MEET IP System can produce calls to computers and
smartphones with Teams application already installed or to Teams certified videotelephones.
This is a very convenient and flexible solution since the same computer can be used to communicate with the visitor
and open the door without requiring any additional wiring to the existing LAN.

SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE

INTERNET

BENEFITS


Integration costs can be reduced since using same IP infrastructure, requires no additional bus wires.



TEAMS app is already installed by the company thus being necessary only to install the panel connected to Internet and subscribe to CyberGate service through Microsoft AppSource.



The use of SIP protocol reverts in a seamless and easy integration.



It is possible to manage different communications using the same computer mic headset which reverts in a more comfortable user experience.



The call destination can be easily modified by the system administrator. Also it is possible to define a
group of users that will receive the intercom calls.



Teams ubiquity enable users to answer the video intercom call in teleworking scenarios.

INTEGRATION PROTOCOLS


AUDIO CODEC : G.711, PCMU, PCMA



VIDEO CODEC :

H.264

VIDEO RESOLUTION: 1080 x 720p

RECEIVING TERMINALS

SIP AUDIO/VIDEO PHONE COMPATIBLE
WITH TEAMS APP

TEAMS APPS IN DESKTOP PC
OR SMARTPHONES

APPLICATION NOTES
To complete the integration it is required to subscribe to CyberGate SaaS. With this service it is not required
additional hosting nor software download.
Cybergate service can be accessed through Microsoft AppSource. 1 license per outdoor panel.
It is required to Access a public IP (preferably fixed) of the lan network where the panel is installed.
Door release is done by using by a numeric keypad accessible through the Teams app.

WHY FERMAX?
FERMAX is a worldwide reference in the video intercom industry. The products have been installed in the most emblematic projects in the world. FERMAX Distribution network, which is present in more than 70 countries, will provide
the best Support and assistance.

REFERENCIAS MEET

PLACA MILO DIGITAL

PLACA MARINE

PLACA MILO 1L

PLACA KIN TACTIL

www.cybertwice.com
appsource.microsoft.com

